## Definitions

**Type I—handled by OCGA Subaward Team**
Subaward issued under a grant or cooperative agreement to another University or non-profit entity for collaborative research.

Examples:
- UCLA receives an NIH grant – issues a subaward to Friends Research Institute for collaborative research.
- UCLA receives a cooperative agreement from DARPA- issues a subaward to USC.

**Type II—handled by OCGA Subaward Team**
Subaward issued under a grant or cooperative agreement to a for-profit entity, or a University, or a non-profit entity for non-commercial or non-standard research related services.

Examples:
- UCLA receives a grant from ONR- issues a subaward to Northrop Grumman Corporation.
- UCLA receives a cooperative agreement from NSF- issues a subaward to Westat.
- UCLA receives a grant from the Ford Foundation- issues a subaward to the Aerospace Corporation.

**Type III—handled by Purchasing**
Subcontract issued under a contract to a University, or a non-profit or for-profit entity for collaborative research.

Examples:
- UCLA receives a contract from NIH-issues a subcontract to University of Michigan.
- UCLA receives a contract from IBM- issues a subcontract to University of Arizona.
- UCLA receives a contract from Chevron- issues a subcontract to Environmental Statistics Corporation.

**Multiple Campus Awards—handled by your OCGA Contract and Grant Team**
Issued by UCLA to other UC campuses and UC operated Laboratories under a grant, cooperative agreement or contract.
Standard Purchase Order-handled by Purchasing
Issued under a grant, cooperative agreement or contract to a University, or non-profit or for-profit entity for purchase of goods or services.